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Tonight as we talk about the principal of reversal, this is one of the most unique strategies used against the kingdom of God. We can demonstrate very quickly that it is a reversal in policy and a reversal in history, and the reversal in action. But as you see the unprecedented amounts of these attacks, it becomes quite apparent that these attacks are the position which they support. Reversal is the major policy of organized Jewry. It has been all through the patterns of history and all down through history and is today in the Communist revolution. The communist revolution practiced this principal of reversal. And we can well see as we move into this period of time, because the Communist revolution was inspired, and carried out by the areas of Jewry itself. Of course in the earliest days of Communism with Kuhn Lobe and company, and Frankfurter, and Jacob Schiff of Kuhn Lobe and company who put up the millions of dollars to put over such a far reaching program, as the revolution that overthrew the Russian union.

I want you to think for a moment back in the days of that revolution. Suddenly in 1909 the Bolshevik forces grew into a rioting mass of forces, and they were rioting in the streets of Moscow and through out the smaller communities of the Soviet Union. And they brought over from the United States, six hundred of their player with their instruments, and they were to play before the Czar. And these Jews came over from New York City and most of them had been members of Rabbi Ben Jacob's own Synagogue in New York. And when they arrived in Moscow. They came with their violin cases, and their cello cases, and their big horns and so forth. And they were waiting at the entrance of the secret passage ways to be brought into the presence of the Czar inside of the Palace. And they all had their instruments, and no one bothered to check their instruments. But when they arrived inside of the Czar's palace they opened up their
instrument cases and took out their machine guns. And the capture of the Czar for the Red Revolution was instigated by the hands of Jewry whose Jewish magicians had entered in, after being shipped over from America for this purpose, and were actually the agents for the Bolshevik.

So we see that the capture of the Czar right from the beginning was carried out by organized Jews who were shipped over from America. And wealthy Jews were financing the Red Revolution, and that revolution was one of horror.

For days they rioted in the streets and then they turned their hatred against the one institution that they hated the most. And this was against the Christian Church. In fact in their massacre of individuals and those who would not go along, or those who stood out against the powers of Communism, its brutality and its viciousness turned them against every branch of the church.

The Christians, they hauled them out into the streets, they shot them and they boiled them in oil. They placed Priests as well as parishioners between yokes of oxen and they pulled them apart literally there in the streets of the Soviet Union.

In fact when Lenin whose name was really Rodosky, and Stalin who were a part of that early revolution, remember, that Mr. Stalin, although he was partially Jewish, was a theological student. And in the northern Ukraine he entered into a theological seminary, and he had been thinking as he studied theology of going into the Orthodox Priesthood.

This supposedly was the pattern. But as the Red Revolution swept in he became actively a part and had been preparatory in part, and in fact was with Lenin from the very beginning. He, Stalin, was head of those revolutionary forces that went into that very Seminary and took the very teachers who had been teaching him theology out and hitched oaks of oxen and tore them apart, in front of the people. Did you ever stop to realize that the Christian church was totally at war with Communism? In America and in Britain and in portions of Europe They castigated communism and they prayed for the fall of Communism.
He can demonstrate very quickly that it is a reversal in policy and a reversal in history, and the reversal in action. But as you see the unprecedented amounts of these attacks, it becomes quite apparent that these attacks are the position which they support. Reversal is the major policy of organized Jewry. It has been all through the patterns of history and all down through history and is today in the Communist revolution. The communist revolution practiced this principal of reversal. And we can well see as we move into this period of time, because the Communist revolution was inspired, and carried out by the areas of Jewry itself. Of course in the earliest days of Communism with Kuhn Lobe and company, and Frankfurter, and Jacob Schiff of Kuhn Lobe and company who put up the millions of dollars to put over such a far reaching program, as the revolution that overthrew the Russian Union.

I want you to think for a moment back in the days of that revolution. Suddenly, in 1909, the Bolshevik forces grew into a rioting mass of forces. And they were rioting in the streets of Moscow, and throughout the smaller communities of the Soviet Union. And they brought over from the U.S., six-hundred of their players with their instruments. And they were to play before the Czar. And these Jews came over from New York City. Most of them had been members of Rabbi Ben Jacob’s own Synagogue in New York. And when they arrived in Moscow, they came with their violin cases and their cello cases, and big horns and so forth. They were waiting at the entrance of the secret passage way to be brought into the presence of the Czar inside of the palace. They all had their instruments and no one bothered to check their cases. But when they arrived inside of the Czar’s palace, they opened up their instrument cases and took out their machine guns. And the capture of the Czar for the Red Revolution was instigated by the hands of Jewry whose Jewish musicians had entered in, after being shipped over from America for this purpose. And were actually the agents for the Bolshevik. So we see that the capture of the Czar right from the beginning, was carried out by organized Jews who were shipped over from America. And wealthy Jews were financing the Red Revolution and that revolution was one of horror.

For days, they rioted in the streets and then they turned their hatred against the one institution that they hated the most. And this was against
the Christian Church. In fact, in their massacre of individuals and those who would not go along, or those who stood out against the powers of Communism, its brutality and its viciousness turned them against every branch of the church.

Through out all of Europe they castigated communism and they called for people to play for the fall of communism. The great outpouring of the Christian church against Communism was just as much of a line of demarcation, was as much different as Light and Darkness. For one thing that was Unprecedented Communism brought warfare against the Church and put to death seven million Christians in the first few years of Communism's wave of violence, bloodshed and massacre. But now I point out to you the reversal. Today the National council of churches, and the world council of Churches, representing most of the churches in the world today, say that, "We are not against communism. For this is just a process sometimes called socialism of our economy. We are not against Communism for these people are just trying to divide up the goods of the world. So we discovered that ministers in the pulpits, in the organized pattern of churches have instituted a direct reversal because organized Jewry planned an infiltration into the church. And they were able to put ministers in the church men who never believed in the Virgin birth, or the deity of Christ. And they turned that church to preaching the patterns of Communism.

Do you know that the first nation to fight war against Communist Russia was the United States of America? We had a division of soldiers over there. And they were fighting it out with the Communist revolutionists. When the Communist revolution grew out of that area into war. Do you know that we recognized at that time that Communism was one of the greatest menaces? And although we became engaged in a war with Germany the pattern was that we were always watching for this communist spread of force. And so the liquidation of the Czar and his family. We saw the capture of the Russian people. We saw the liquidation of the church. And in the postwar world America looked with askance upon this and all the time they were denouncing it in their churches, and in their institutions. At that time we had no governmental agency to investigate but the Secret service. And the secret service sent over Captains of their
Secret Service, and they did an excellent job. They were placed in the Embassies and then later, they placed them in the Consulate staff which we had in the Soviet Union until they put us out. And Captain Schiller who was one of the men of the Secret Service reported back that this Communist revolution was being directed by Jewry and a great number of the Jews had come from New York, from the east side.

This is on record, and how it rose up and what a tremendous menace that it was. This is recorded in the archives of the U.S. Government, and I have looked at this copy, and I have looked at the original copies of this report. And I know that the Intelligence Service of the United States was warning that organized Jewry was behind communism when it was first brought in. And thus we had our spies watching the communist system. And they were telling us that Communism was a growing menace. And between WWI and WWII, the entire Christian world was looking at the Communist revolution which then was spreading through all of the areas of the Soviet Union. And it had by then well entrenched itself. And of course then the figure of Stalin became the principal leader of communism. And then no one could speak out too much about Communism, and the mass murderer of his own people as well as those not of his own household. But as we watched this strange and peculiar policy we noticed that organized Jewry was being denounced by few who did not know too much about Communism. But the Jew was responsible for Communism and the finger was being pointed at him. And no one was crying Anti-Semitism, and the papers weren't filled with attacks against Patriot speakers, who spoke on this matter. And Secret Service areas of the U.S. government were keeping America informed.

Of course we had institutions that operated here that were Communist. Remember the first W.W.? The group that said ‘I will not work,’ the international wobbleys of the world? They tried to tie up our production, and were trying to tie up our raw materials. Remember the Black Cloud explosion when they blew up an arsenal of the United States? This was communist done, nor did they keep a sack over it. This was communist done and it was known as such. And all of the time this was being done they were represented by Mr. Frankfurter. And this man was elevated in the areas of the New Deal and then finally was seated on the Supreme
Court. This was the Communist lawyer that said this was only an explo-
sion, and he represented the man responsible for this in New York
Harbour.

Oh, yes. You may have forgotten these things because the reversal is so
complete. And this was the pattern as we moved into the conditions of
W.W.II. The whole world had looked upon Communism and they had
witnessed that it was a terrible situation. Of course they had periodicals
in the United States. They had the 'Peoples Worker' for one newspaper.
Then the 'Peoples Daily World' which was another newspaper. They had
the ‘Daily Worker' on the west coast, and the 'worker' in New York City.
And then there was Marshall Fields who was from a wealthy family, and
he had been shaken up by his College teaching and he formed the paper
called "P.M." Thus communist newspapers were spreading in the United
States, and do you know what they were attacking you on? They were
attacking the Western world, just like they were doing in Britain with
their Red Papers.

All over Jewish financiers were finding that they could support Red
newspapers all over, and they were attacking the Western World for one
thing, and do you know what it was? Colonialism. My how they de-
nounced America because we held the Philippines. How they denounced
us because we held Puerto Rico. How they denounced us because we had
Cuba and we had the Hawaiian Islands. We had the outposts that were so
vital to civilization.

This was terrible Imperialism. But America did not pay any attention to
that The British Empire was in India and in South Africa. And they were
there because God Almighty had ordained that you were to Colonize the
ends of the earth. You were to put the heathen under a mandate and you
were to civilize the world. You are still going to finish that job. And don't
you forget it.

Then Communism came forth and oh, how they denounced this situation.
This fantastic operation this terrible Imperialism. This was a terrible
unjust program with one nation riding over another. Where in Commu-
nism was still riding over the bodies of people that they had murdered.
True massacres, and the sending out to the salt mines of southern Siberia those who were not immediately under the control of the Communist party. Well, we watched this operation and now I want to point out to you a reversal.

Here we look back between W.W. I and II and they were crying out about Colonialism. And they were shouting down the Imperialist, but take a look at today. Where today is the Empires of the west. Where is the rising glory and Christian civilization? Where today is this extension of knowledge. You look today and you go into the Philippines, and you let go of Cuba which has become one of the most dangerous centers of the revolt in the Western Hemisphere. For out of Cuba goes not only goes weapons, and agents into south American countries, and into your country. And quite possibly some of the most animated agents and one of them even assassinated one of your presidents. And you have watched all of this trouble come from Cuba. You should never have let go of Cuba because the best interest of the Cuban people were completely observed by the U.S. Government. But of course we once owned and controlled the Panama Canal also. But Panama has now seen revolts, and at the present time you have given away almost all of your sovereignty over the Panama Canal. And all of the time this cry going out from Communist Newspapers. Oh, this terrible thing, Colonialism. And about the control of big nations over small powers.

Belgium has backed out of Africa because of their ingenuity, and by the pressure of the United Nations, and the Red cries to all of the world. This was such a terrible thing this control over the other nations. And then Belgium was forced out by you and Britain also, as pressure was put on. Not only was Britain forced out of India but also out of Tanganiki and out of Kenya colony and you even helped until we are stripped of both of these areas of power, except the Hawaiian Islands which you gave Statehood to.

Now; this is a reversal until now the whole words is in turmoil because these people by the power of reversal forced you out. Not only did they cry out against Colonialism but while they were crying out, the most deadly Colonialism, Soviet colonialism was moving out to take over the
world. Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania just before W.W.II it was a strange policy but Soviet Russia even up to the hour when he was about to invade Poland, declared war on Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. At this time by Red activities, they had created Red Massacres and had burned citizens on Holy Holidays, and at Christmas time inside of Poland after they had signed guarantees that this would not happen. And at the demand that they pay reparations to German citizens. Then Poland returned insulting answers to Germany. And then when eventually they created a massacre. And Germany said no. If you do not make amends, we are going to attack. And Poland said: 'Attack, and be damned.' And you remember, back in 1939, that Germany suddenly cut through Poland like a hot knife. Through all this efficient military force started to push into Poland because she was angry. They would not recognize the Treaty of Versailles. And they would not let Warsaw vote as a free city, according to that treaty. They would not permit the Corridor that had been guaranteed to Germany and to Poland. All of this because of Red activity inside of Poland. And they had access, and had gained by that this influence. But the reversal was that while crying out about the Colonialism of the West. The Soviets had actually taken over Poland and declared on Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia. Poland with this Red mass annihilations then decided to takeover Central Europe. They thought they should be able to take over Central Europe with their tremendous horse cavalry. Poland thought that the horses were the most important thing, and they did not realize what the aircraft would now be able to do. So Germany swept through Poland while the warships were firing on Fort Chester, and Poland fell into German arms.

But what about Russia? She had given an ultimatum just three days before the war broke out to Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania. And these three were sovereign countries. They were fine countries doing a business with the western world. They were almost totally Christian countries. No Bolsheviks were permitted in any part of their countries. But unbeknown, the Jewish traders had moved in and they were almost all of them Bolshevik Jewish traders. And Jews had established their international banking houses inside of these three little countries. Then came the Red Revolution and Soviet Union invaded these three little countries with Mongolian troops. Do you know that the Soviet Union began to ship the
men out of these three little countries and they put Mongolian men in the homes of these Latvian women? They made these Latvian women submit to these Mongolian men until thousands of these women committed suicide rather than to bear the children of these Mongolians who had raped them and taken over their households. Their husbands had been shipped off to the Siberian mines, and the horror of Communism was on the western world.

And this horror was real. And we in this country were moving also into an area of close cooperation with this horror. For our own security the federal government organized the FBI, and later, the CIA. The FBI was very conscious of this great danger of Communism and they were watching this movement of communism in these United States. And they denounced these areas of Communism. The leaders of the FBI were constantly making their reports on the dangers of Communism, and the methods of their infiltration. They had moved in under the guise of tourists and other patterns, but they were being found out. And the CIA was handling this situation outside of the nation. And at that time the CIA was also a great eye. Oh, what a tremendous development here in the United States. Remember before this period we did not have any secret police. Only the secret service in the Military. But now we had a secret organization. We had the FBI. It was necessary we said because Communism was on the path of expansion. The CIA had then to point out the spread of Communism through out the world.

Let me tell you that we have had a reversal. Do you know that while people stood a gasp, and we started to study the problem? In fact we have had a lot of study of Communism, some have been experts, and some of them came out of the FBI when it was a better institution. And some of the others like Dan Smoots and others have been informing Americans on Communism. People went through reams of material and the Western world was against Communism and that was it. And as this produced the areas of patriotism a lot of people came to their senses and became intelligent. They realized that creeping socialism was a menace, and from that time to this we have had millions of people who are excellent on Communism. I want you to realize that there are probably one hundred million people here in the United States that are experts, or partially
experts on understanding communism. They not only gather together in areas where commentary is supplied, by experts, and government experts as well. Of course, we held meetings as well, so America knows quite a bit about Communism. And out of this came patriots because they realize that Communism knew no bounds.

They know that Communism would move in and take and destroy. They would rise up after they had fostered a revolution and seek to take over your government by force. And out of this came super patriots. They said that if my life is laid on the line, they are not going to take over our government by force. All went well and then no one ever thought about a person being anti-communist. You would look with suspect on anyone who was speaking out for Communism in this country. The FBI was not bothering anyone who was anti-Communists. The CIA was not bothering anyone who was anti-Communists. But they were being infiltrated, even as your government was being infiltrated from the top.

Even from the days of Roosevelt, there were men in his cabinet, although he might not have been aware of it, but they were working for the communist. And there were men working for communism in other areas of government and reversal was the pattern. So today let’s take a look at it, for today if you are anti-communist you must be a paranoid. The FBI today is saying watch the patriots, see where he has his arms. Take then away if you can. Disarm the American patriot and leave him wide open for Communism. But fight him for asking if this is the policy.

Why this policy? Well when you get bad government, then these agencies which work for communism are expected to do bad things. There has been an infiltration of people who have no morality, no responsibility to morality, no responsibility to patriotism and they want to liquidate today these anti-Communists. They want to treat him as a cook and they want to treat him as a paranoid. You have to look out for these on the extreme right these people are dangerous because they are 'right'. Oh, my, how they have increased this area of politics. Well then take a look, for the policy is evidently working for where once we had the Colonies today we do not have them. Where once we had the study of Communism as the
patriotic thing, as we studied communism, and we prepared against it. Today we discover that all of these things are gone.

Now; let me point out to you the mystery of all of these operations. You might say that we are still fighting a war against communism in the Viet Cong. Yes, we are but they have so gathered around the areas of brain-washing that the President of the United States sounds like an imbecile. He gets up and says that we are not fighting communism, we are just fighting the Viet Cong who want to put their will over other nations. Why the Viet Cong is a fifth rate power and could not put its will over anyone, if it was riot for the world power coming out of Red China. But we don't want any war with Red China we want to admit her to the United Nations. And as far as Soviet Russia is concerned, we have no war with the Soviet Union, we are willing to give and take with Soviet Russia, let’s be friends with the Soviet Union. We have just been involved in a battle, and a cold war, and we have had mass murders. We have all of these patterns from Communism and Communism still says it is going to conquer the world. And yet the President acts like he has a completely bound up brain.

Now; you say, as we see these things the President does not want to expand the war. But this is not about expanding the war. I am going to tell you something about this. Do you realize that the bible talks about these Antichrist political systems? The programs of world Communism. Let’s take a look at what the bible says. It says that the white Christian nations are the kingdom of God. It says that these nations are going to rise up. That during these periods of attack that we are going to rise up and we will conquer these area of communism. You say that they are a majority in the world, but we are still going to conquer them. And one of the things that we will have to do is to destroy Communism in our nation. Today the nation and then all of the world. Because we must rid the world of communism.

We have to learn how to battle and retreat, and eventually keep battling while we sue for Peace. So they say it is going to be a Communist victory if we sue for Peace than if we keep on fighting, it will be a better deal. And this man, who has now been just now appointed, is now inside of the Pentagon with a great war responsibility. Some of your military are some
what brainwashed, but others who were educated at West Point were never taught how to lose wars, only how to win. The battles were laid out and how the strategy was to hit any nation where communism had taken over. And now they are ordered into a war where they are told that you cannot win. You are not to hit the enemy and knock him out. Flyers are now being put out that say that we could win this war within three weeks if we would only bomb Hanoi, and destroy their centres of supplies. Destroy anything that carried weapons to this war.

And now we take our pilots who had the courage to say this and try them as though they were mentally ill, and court marshal them for treason. But this is not treason, my friends, this is super patriotism. So these are some of the patterns of this deadly reversal. So therefore these people who realize we are in a war with this strange program. Remember that when the war came along that Soviet Russia did not have quite a third of the world's surface. But at this moment she has 3/5 of the world's surface. You gave her Europe during that war. And did you know that we had an area of agreement with Russia that Mr. Roosevelt signed whether you knew it or not, that split the map of Europe and gave ½ of it to the Soviet Union. Did you know that Mr. Eisenhower respected this agreement and although it was not nationally known he wanted to be sure that we did not advance over the line in Europe and in Germany any further than agreed on? But Red's drew up this agreement, my friends. So now we have this pattern. You are now the war mongers while Communism which starts the war has spread out over the top of the world, and they are now the Peace Lovers and we are the warmongers. This is a complete pattern of reversal. And oh, how they tied this pattern of reversal on after the war. Remember the war crimes trials. Of course the massacre of the Katyn forest, and though there was no question of Poland being used by their red masters to even start the war. The fact remains that the areas of Poland moved into by the Soviet Union, were also like that of little Finland. One of the things that took place was this Katyn massacre, for they killed these people, put them to death. Your secret service was carrying out its job but the war generals were carrying out their job. And those in your army were powerful Jewish attorneys. Of course we have spoken many times on the Katyn massacre. Because we were the guest of Pat McCarren during those secret hearings in Washington, and some of he open hearings held
in the United States Senate. We heard secret service men say: "We turned over to Mr. Eisenhower that the Katyn massacre was committed by the Russians and not one German officer, who was executed for that crime was guilty of it." And they told Mr. Eisenhower all this before the execution. At that time Mr. Eisenhower was then head of all the military inside of Europe. And Mr. Eisenhower said: 'It is better that we do not say anything about it, we do not want to disturb people We do not want then to mistrust the war crimes trials. We do not want them to think that everything is bad. We do not want people to get a bad idea about Russia, so let these men die they are probably guilty of a lot of things that we do not know about.

So I tell you that Mr. Eisenhower was not listening to reason, and he had received the Lenin metal of honour because of his service to the Soviet Union, and I think he deserved it. I think he was one of the most active American to serve the Soviet Union, for the way he handed over territories and then covered up this massacre, which should have been halted. The charges against the German officers should have been dropped and put against the Soviet Union where they belonged.

What a strange and unique pattern. The pattern was that Red Russia was prepared to move into W.W.II. They were prepared to move in on Romania, and they would cut into Hungary. And they would start a drive that would move down to the south. So with this information then Germany was so informed so she moved out against the Soviet Union. And of course we now took Red Russia as our ally in this W.W.II because we were fighting a war with Germany. It might have been permissible to assume she was an ally. But in the patterns of responsibility it must be remembered that the Soviet Union then signed with Germany a non aggression pat then broke that pack and invaded Europe. And then invaded Finland and moved in on her before the ink on the paper was even dry.

Now; we have the areas of reversal. And you know that we had the job of supplying the armaments for the war. And we also supplied the Jews who killed the Czar. Even tho we did not know it, we were not to be held responsible for it was just a Jewish trick. The only area of responsibility
we should have assumed was that we let an island of Jewry settle in the United States. I think we should go back and say Hail to Peter Stivenson who was the governor of New York. For Peter Stivenson would not let a Jew settle in New York. He would not let one of them go through if he knew about it, and he made them stay over in New Jersey. And it was not until the death of Peter Stivenson that Jews came into New York to settle. If he had had his way he would never have let a Jew into New York and what a different city it would have been.

All right. We want to point out that these patterns of reversal have been tremendous of course. I think there is no greater reversal than from the days of Peter Stivenson and 1965. Because the city is not about 1/3 Jewish. And there are Porta Ricans and I think there are now some more Negroes. I do not think there is 1/2 of the people in New York City who are of the white race.

Now; therefore, I want to point out something to you. Mr. Toynsby, he was a great historian. He was one of the great English historians. He caught the pattern of nature, he was a great historian in this panorama of history. And so Mr. Toynsby made two of the greatest errors of his life. First he was writing the history of the world and he came up to 1948. And Mr. Toynsby wrote about Israeli. An He wrote about how the Jews had moved in and how they had killed the Arabs. And how they killed Christians and how they dropped the bodies down the wells. And how the pushed the Arabs out into the desert. And how they had thousands of Arabs without any food or water, and all of these conditions. This was a terrible Jewish invasion. So when the Jews began to read Mr. Toynsby books they said: ‘we are not going to publish his books. We are not going to let them go out to universities and Colleges. We are not going to let people read this stuff. We better have a talk with Mr. Toynsby.’ So organized Jewry got together with Mr. Toynsby and they warned him. And they said you are going to have to rewrite these things, and take out all of these anti-Jewish patterns of history. Well of course Mr. Toynsby said I am just writing history so I write as things are. Well the Jews said: ‘you are going to rewrite these things and take out all of these things against the Jews or you are not even going to have the paper to write on.’ So Mr. Toynsby did not have what it takes. Some people call him an
Englishman, but I do not think he is even fit to be called a mouse. For Mr. Toynsby rewrote his book and covered all of this up. And by not writing history except as the Jews wanted it known, he published a lie. But do you know what Mr. Toynsby said this morning in the Los Angeles times, and in the Herald Examiner, remember, he is now 78 years old. And He said: I think America should stop fighting a war in the Viet Cong area. I think they should stop fighting Communism because it is all a misnomer. Communism has gone through a complete reform and they no longer try to put over communism. They do not have a program of trying to take over the nations, this is all just a great mistake of involvement. He said the Viet Cong if left alone would find their home under Ho-chi-Min, and Red China would work out her problems and the Soviet Union would work out their problems. There is no threat of world conquest. So let the African work out their problems and their is nothing to fight a war over. So he said, all of the Communist are nice people, so everybody should forget all about the war, because the communist are no longer any menace. They have already been absorbed back into the world, which they seceded from in 1909. Thus, Mr. Toynsby expresses his views today. This is reversal, absolute reversal.

Now; the fact remains, that with all of these policies in view, then remember that Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania were three countries into which the Reds moved in. And as they moved in they mongrelized the homes, and they became the servants of the Soviets. Thus as they talked about your colonialism then those three little countries are definite Soviet Satellites today. They are now considered as extra colonial because they are now a part of the Soviet Union. They are no longer even handled as separate parliaments in this Red Revolution. And the first thing they did when they went into Hungary was that they first looked up any individuals that had ever had anything to do with the German army, and any of the people who had ever fought in the German army, and then search their homes for any remaining guns. And their idea was that they would take all of the guns that were left in Europe. One of the most amazing things is that they do not intend to get out of the areas they are now in. Do you know that today the Soviet Union now has twice as many troops over in East Germany as they had a year ago? And they are getting ready to move in on Germany as soon as everyone moves their troops out. And while we
are involved in this Vietnam war, then Russia is planning to gobble up all areas out of her control. And she plans to drop back into Austria and then down into Italy, and Albania and Spain. So we have these strange and unique patterns of reversal.

Now; one of the most amazing things is that we have had this procedure in this country. We had farm products for sale, we had wood for sale. And we had manufacturing things for sale and all of these things and we started working on private enterprise. And we started to trade with one another. And when we did not have all the things that we wanted to trade with we took back part on credit and in our export houses people were bartering and trading, and there was no vast interest in this but it was just one great healthy society. And of course with our private enterprise system, even though they took us over back in 1923 with their Federal Reserve system. And this was in Mr. Wilson’s administration and they did not know how Jewry had gained control until after that control was solid.

Still in those days there were very little taxes and government operation was very small. Do you realize that today the government costs you 50-times the amount that it cost you the day W.W.II began? Oh, someone says that we had a population increase, but that increase was not more than 27%. So you have had 27% more people moving in here but it costs 50-times the amount to run the government. In fact you hardly knew anything about an income tax, on the wealthiest paid any income tax. Corporations paid a slight tax, but you never heard of income tax. But the areas of graduated income tax was invented. They said we must have money to run the war so you agreed. But still in the middle of the war there was just a small pittance that was coming out as taxes, on your earnings. But you well know what taxes are today. As 25% to 30% of your income moves into taxes. And that with someone looking at their wages and their tax are now beginning to notice this. Because you are rolling up a debt now, and you are not free.
Someone said but I do not see why we are not free today? They talked about independence and people provided for themselves, and they had a conscious interest in the operation of living. But today they are so interested in pleasure and so interested in securing all of the things that
they are told that they have to have. And the whole area of their society
has become a transit operation. Thousands of cars move up and down in
your nation. You are building more freeways and more houses and all of
the things are looking up, and you say, Oh you say you can never roll this
back, no but you can move under a different movement. So they have
moved into a private enterprise area of a free people, a people who had
sovereignty and whose state had sovereignty. And in this hour they
rejoiced in their Liberties, a people wherein you never questioned the
right to have and bear arms. No body thought about it. People have
protection, and this was one of the unquestionable rights of the Bill of
Rights. You could, in fact, right now, give a person a bill of rights to be
an American. And you could, in America, give everybody a finely
polished card saying this is your right to carry a gun. If you want a
concealed weapon then here is your permit to carry a gun. Today you
would have a raid on that card on that bill of rights. But this right to have
and bear arms is not to be impeached on for you have a right to carry a
concealed weapon anytime you want to. Do you know today they have
brain washed you and pushed you back and now they want to get the guns
away from you for the Communist revolution?

We have moved into this curious policy and they have prepared the
American people for war. But they are also saying that they will save
Social Security, and they are saying this will bring back an area of
dividends and that will support these many people. That is what they told
you. Actually what they are reversal on in this case is that they have spent
all of the money that this Social Security has brought in. But they are
taxing future generations, and they are rolling back a tremendous bill that
they are not able to meet or to pay and they are adopting it as debt and
they are placing it a place not in the budget. So they are having to increase
the amount of taxes that you will have to pay in this in order for them to
pay out for those they now have on the list. But you have traded your
security for this program called Social Security when you become old or
elderly. What you have thus traded away for this program of Social
Security then is your Liberty. Why? Because with this program the
enemy has moved into it also, like with everything else. Now they tell a
farmer what he can and cannot raise. Have to plough under that or this,
or we will put you in jail. They can move in on whole areas of operations, such as mines and so forth.

Thus, we are moving into a colossal controlled society. In this Social Security area, the union were in on this for Walter Ruther was in league with the Soviet Union.

Hear this now. Walter Ruther is not only educated in the Soviet Union, but those who were expert on the reporting of the Communist revolution show, that he said he could hardly wait until he could return to America to build the Soviet Labour party. And I want to become the first Socialist president of the United States. This was when he was writing home to his brothers when he was in schooling in Russia. And today in the areas of organized labour, then Walter Ruther has raised the cost of goods and now as they bring strikes into management and so forth until they are raising the cost of goods and then the wages until everything is getting out of control. They cannot win but the program is to destroy the economy of America and get her ready for the Red Revolution. But today if YOU were to denounce this man and quote the things that he said and denounce him for a Communist the church would have a fit. So now you see the process of reversal move in. So you see our society depend more and more on this socialist program, from the cradle to the grave idea. And as this program advances there are more and more government officials necessary to look after you, and now with Medicare and Medicaid the program just grows and they want to take away your rights After all you had rights before you had rights guaranteed by the family by the patterns of obligation by the family. America was then one of the wealthiest nations on the face of the earth, and today you are in debt. Not only are you in debt but you used to have millions and millions of dollars in gold in your treasury. But today you are in debt for you do not have a million dollars in your treasury. For you are totally out of money for you moved into this program called Socialism.

You say we cannot get out of this now. No, you can't get out of it but God Almighty can get you out of it. Now you are battling all over the world and without victory. But one of these days you are going to start cleaning up the government. We are told that we are now opening up the govern-
ment and bringing the Soviet Union into our plans. But men like Senator Dirkson said that he would never vote for the Soviets to be brought into our government. He said, you can count on me for I shall lead this opposition, you can count on me and we shall Win. Then a month later Senator Dirkson came out and said: I have changed my mind.

Reversal because the Jews got to him. So now there can be thousands of Russian saboteurs moving around your country. And white Russians that escape to this country are now living in terror. Mr. Khrushchev came to this country and he and his red agents were given a free hand in San Francisco and many of these refugees are now living in terror for fear they will be liquidated by these Russian agents. And now all you can do is deport them back to the Soviet Union if you find then doing things they are not allowed to do in America. But they have diplomatic immunity even in felony now here in the United States.

Oh, this is a pattern of reversal all right. It moved in after the war when we had promised to help some of these countries. And while Mr. Eisenhower was president of the United States, the Hungarians were battling for their lives. And we had promised them material. And as we were supposedly going to ship them in the Barges. Well when the barges arrived Soviet Agents got out from under the cover and arrested the patriots. So who upset this plan. Who gave the green light to the Soviets? This, my friends, means that you would have to move into your state department and the Eisenhower administration to know who was the traitor, for this total reversal. So they tell us that we do not want the right wingers to talk. We do not want them to arm themselves. They are absolutely irresponsible.

Let me tell you this. This sermon which I am preaching tonight will have us looked on with suspicion, but it is so true of the communist party and all connected with it. And this is the response of these so-called government agents who are supposed to be working for your protection.

So today we find that America turns her back and runs down these patriots who would protect here, and runs down these who would battle for America. There are those who would lay their lives down for America.
while they would permit the groups to march in the streets. The areas of
the Negro Revolution which was instigated by the soviets, who inside of
their ‘Piny Ridge’ schools were teaching and here Martin Luther King
was being trained. And some of them were half breeds, and some of them
they took over to the Soviet Union and trained them as to how to set up a
revolution. And Organized Jewry here in the U.S. backed this revolution.
And today you have the marching Negroes who are burning some of your
towns and marching in the streets. And next month they say they are
going to start ravishing America unless we give in to them. And you will
find that your soft politicians, are running around saying: oh, my we have
not treated these people right. Instead of saying, we are not going to let
you break the law. And if you steal you will go to jail. But here they are
the moaners saying, oh, we will not let you go to jail, we haven't been
treating you right, but we will change, just give us a chance. So these soft
politicians are just Sovietised enough and just soft enough and they can
thus move in this direction.

I want to point out to you again that truth has perished, it has been cut off
at the mouth. And God then says: this is a nation that obeyeth not the
voice of God. The truth thus has perished and cut off from the mouth.

Now; God says: I am going to cut off the head of some of these rascals
and the truth is going to come out.

Oh, you say you are going to integrate them. And you are going to
legislate the patterns that you cannot legislate which is intelligence, and
spiritual vision which they do not have. And the United Nations in this
area is carrying out their area of infiltration also. So as we watch this
strategy, their is enough in America to stop this cold, for God says that
He is going to stop it cold. I am going to put in reverse this reversal. And
when the powers of reversal are finished then God will move with
judgment upon this society. And Christian America will again rise up.

I am going to tell you that these congressmen who are afraid to fire and
afraid to hire. They have just dismissed a congressman who has stolen
thousands of dollars, and when his case comes up again if they do not fire
him then shame on their houses. Of course the people then say but they
are all doing it. Well then fire every crook. When Mr. Dodd comes up, they are just going to censor him and they should fire Chris Dodd for it has been proven that Mr. Dodd has stolen and misappropriated money. So we have these issues standing before America. Let me tell you that one of these days America is going to call time up, one of these days. And I am going to site to you that they may cite all of their ramifications but they will not get by the Kingdom of God. For God says that he is going to raise up his people, and we are going to deliver the kingdom. More than that we are going to turn the hoards of the armies, and we are going to win. I know this because God says so.

End of message.
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